The Solomons Campaigns
SPECIAL BOOK OFFER TO LCT VETS

Once again author Bill McGee has a winner with his newest title in his Amphibians series, *The Solomons Campaigns*. From an editor's point of view, this 688-page volume is perfectly balanced between its riveting history, personal narratives, and pleasing layout packed with photos, maps and illustrations.

As the son of an LCT veteran of the Pacific Theater, McGee's books lend credence to my father's many sea stories about life in the amphibious forces. This book will bring back memories and is a fine tribute to all the landing craft veterans who served in both Europe and the Pacific.

For our LCT group, Bill has put together another irresistible offer: For each book you purchase before 31 December of this year, he will absorb the $4.00 shipping charge and he will donate another $8.00 on your behalf to our LCT Flotillas of WWII. Your final price will be $39.95 for this whopper of a book and it certainly helps our LCT reunion effort.

—Ron Swanson, editor of the LCT Flotilla

ORDER
Before 31 December, 2001

And BMC Publications will absorb the $4.00 shipping charge—a savings of 10%. In addition, by running this ad in *Flotillas*, the author has agreed to contribute $8.00 to our LCT Reunion Group on your behalf. Your total cost is $39.95 (CA add 7.75% sales tax) Be sure to mention you belong to the LCT Flotillas of WWII.

TESTIMONIALS FOR McGEEs SERIES

“Congratulations! I'm impressed with the scope of your *Solomons Campaigns*. The struggle for control of the Solomons was certainly a critical turning point in the Pacific War. You have managed to blend the amphibious operations with anecdotal references, while achieving a difficult objective: compressing all Solomons operations into one sweeping and compelling narrative.”

John M. Brigham, USMCR

“I finally got the chance to read your new book. My father, a WWII LCT vet, pulled rank and read it first. I loved the many personal accounts of the pioneering men of Flotilla 5. It gave me some idea of what life was like in those early days of the War in the South Pacific. For my father, it brought back many memories.”

Richard Fox, webmaster, LCT Flotillas of WWII

“I enjoyed your entire book—not just the LCT chapter. It's truly comprehensive. I look forward to your next volume.”

Robert M. Carr, skipper, LCT-364

Visit our website at www.BMCpublications.com